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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the material found on the pages follow-
ing is to present the background upon which the present
state-wide program of religious education is being developed
in connection with the public school system of the State of
Virginia; to shov/ how the religious interest of the colonial
days has evolved into a definite and organized program of
instruction; to point out certain practices which exist to-
day and the progress which is being made in connection with
the public school program*
It is recognized that religious interests, when con-
sidered in conjunction with the tax-supported schools, pre-
sent a problem which often results in bitter conflict. The
present movement in the State to aid its citizens in mental,
moral and spiritual growth is not a matter of pure chance*
Rather, it follows as a natural result of a common religious
interest which has animated the inhabitants of the Common-
wealth from its colonial beginning*
The data presented are based on official statistics
and information coming from the office of the Executive Sec-
retary of the Virginia State Council of Religious Education,
current information appearing in issues of the Old Dominion,
the official organ of the Virginia State Council; historical
documents dealing with the early developments of the church,
the state and education within the confines of the Common-
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wealth and from other sources as are referred to in the foot-
notes, An attempt has been made to present the latest mater-
ials available on each topic. Therefore, where figures are
given, they present a relative picture of the situation as
it is today as nearly possible as it is to give a picture.
In order to be assured of the reliability and comparability
of the materials used in instructing classes and general
attitude of public officials, time and effort have been spent
in observing classes taught by specially trained teachers and
conferences have been held with superintendents, principals
and other officials.
It is also to be noted that many agencies are at work
in the State. These are promoting programs for the religious
development of its citizens. Besides, the State Council,
which fosters the state-wide program of religious education,
uses other means of accomplishing its objectives other than
through the conduct of classes in V^eek-Day Religious Instruc-
tion - the phase of work with which these materials deal.
The Virginia State Council is pioneering. It is be-
lieved by the writer that this attempt to observe the move-
ment of religious education in connection with the public
school system should be an incentive to further study which
will prove of considerable value. Therefore, the materials
contained herein are offered, knowing full w^ell their limita-
tions, with the hope that they may crystallize in a better
imderstanding of what is taking place in the State.
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CHAPTER I
Religion a Vital Interest in the State
The fashion long prevalent to ascribe none but selfish
and mercenary motives to the founders of Virginia is contra-
dicted in the third paragraph of the Preamble of the Charter
issued in 1606 during the reign of James I. It alludes to
’^propogating the Christian religion to such people as yet
live in darkness and miserable ignorance of the true knowledge
and worship of God, and in time bringing the infidels and
savages, living in those parts, to human civility and to a
settled and quiet government,” (l) Remembering that this
charter was issued during a religious age, and that a genuine
religious spirit pervaded the national life of that day, in-
fluencing the political, social and even commercial aims, it
is no wonder that this distinctly missionary prospectus is
given in this document. Also the New Company which was charted
in 1609, in stating their intentions in planting the colony
in Virginia, enumerated among their princiapl and main objec-
tives ”To preach and baptize into the Christian religion”, (g)
Thus, the first efforts of the English to colonize Virginia
were tempered by the spirit of the age which was distinctly
(l) Goodwin: The Colonial Church in Virginia - Morehouse
Publishing Co,, Milwaukee 1927 P.15
Bell, Sadie: The Church, The State and Education in
Virginia - The Science Press, Philadelphia
1950 P. 6
( 2 )
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religious and furthermore received the support and cooperation
of the Church of England. When the first colonists sailed, a
Church of England clergyman was on board one of the vessels,
bound to the new world and ready to minister to the spiritual
needs of these colonists. (5)
Therefore, imlike many states, Virginia from its be-
ginning has been in sympathy with the idea of fostering some
type of program of religious education through its week-day
schools. The principal of Church and State separation has
brought about no serious breach between secular and religious
forces. Irrespective of the colony having been founded by
Cavaliers instead of Puritans, it is recorded that,
”The early Virginia settlers were, at first,
indeed as solicitous as the New Englanders about
education, but the results of geographic environ-
ment were felt as strongly in this as in other
matters With bad roads and the scattered
life of the plantation, it was impossible for the
common school to take root as it did in the com-
pact villages of New England. But if the common
school was somewhat less diffused, the culture
of the educated class was wider, and the private
libraries of the Virginia colonists offered to the
book lover a refreshing contrast to the dead
weight of theology on the New England shelves.” (4)
It does seem that a greater degree of religious freedom ex-
isted in the Virginia colony than in many other colonies.
Whereas in many colonies religious intolerance prevailed.
(S) Goodwin: The Colonial Church in Virginia P. 20
(4) Alvin Johnson - Church-State Relationships in the
U.S. (University of Minnesota
Press, Minnesota 1934 P. 4)
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the Virginia colony was by no means indifferent towards re-
ligion.
None of the previous royal documents in behalf of the
colony, such as the charters of 1606, 1609 and 1612 indicated
any concern for education beyond the implications to be fovind
in propogating the gospel among the barbarians. However,
after the royal document of 1617, efforts were made to secure
funds for education beyond catechetical instruction. It was
on this basis that the first free public school was planned
in 1621 but never became organized, (5) Attempts were also
made to organize a Latin Grammar School in Charles City
1
1
County, Virginia, as early as 1622. Schools of this type as
found in other parts of the world usually had some religious
aspect to their organization. (6)
In 164S we have the first legislation regarding the
care of orphans. The law provided that these children be
brought up in the "Christian religion." (7) Although many
schools taught by clergymen were independent of public or
church support and were maintained by fees determined upon
1
by teacher and parent, it is to be noted that public funds
^ were spent in support of these schools until following the
(5) Bell, Sade: The Church, The State and Education in
Virginia P, 96
(6) Parker: The History of Modern Elementary Education -
Ginn and Co., New York, 1912 P. 14
(7) Heatwole, C.J., A History of Education in Virginia -
Macmillan, New York 1926 P. 28
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signing of the Declaration of Independence. The Presbytery
of Hanover, as soon as independence had been declared, pre-
sented, October 24, 1776, a memorial to the General Assembly
of the Commonwealth of Virginia asking for the abolition of
payment of public funds to the Episcopal clergy who were in
charge of the earliest schools, ^he memorialists further
pointed out that they were desirous of no state aid in re-
ligious affairs, thereby refusing any offer to receive public
money to carry on religious work of any sort. To satisfy
the claims of this group, state aid was abolished.
This ended in Virginia the direct expenditure of pub-
lic funds to foster religious education. (8) The chief
objective of this move was to insure religious liberty to
all denominations. Hence the Presbyterians were joined by
the Baptists and Quakers. This appeal to the state legis-
lative body to safeguard the religious liberty of the people
of the commonwealth has been followed by other appeals to
the legislature. Among the appeals made was one by the Bap-
tist Association of Virginia which memorialized the legisla-
ture of Virginia in 1926 in protest against compulsory Bible
reading in the schools. Excerj)ts from the text of the mem-
orial are as follows:
”The Undersigned Committee, on behalf of the Bap-
tist General Association of Virginia, composed
of 1175 white churches, with a total membership
(8) Johnson, Alvin W. - Church-State Relationships in
U.S., University of Minnesota
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of 219,166 citizens of this commonwealth, having
been informed that a renewed and concerted effort
will be made by numerous citizens and organizations
to have your honorable body at its next session
pass the bill defeated at the last session, or any
similar bill, compelling teachers in public schools
of this state to read the Bible daily in schools,
hereby enters its solemn protest against the pas-
sage of any such measure,”
The compulsory Bible reading bill was defeated by the legis-
lature by an almost unanimous vote after the above memorial
was presented, (9)
The legislative body has in every instance attempted
to satisfy the protesting bodies in order to steer clear of
any serious breach in government brought about by religious
controversies. The withdrawal of monetary support from pub-
lic funds for religion has not been paralleled by a decrease
of interest in religious instruction. The State has remained
interested in the religious development of its citizens. As
one of the oldest settlements on this side of the Atlantic,
it has had no dispute concerning religious freedom which
called for a court action. It was among the first states
adopting the Constitution with a proposal that religious
freedom be assured:
”Mien Thomas Jefferson saw a draft of the Con-
stitution proposed for adoption, he expressed
in a letter to a friend his disappointment that
there was no expressed declaration establishing
(9) Id, pp, 118 - 126
salved ^ff^Ijesi/nomcioo slrivt lo anosiJio 301^815
fcsd’i&onoo bfiB bawenen b clBrii b^miolul aesa
aaol^esiaBgio fcrtB ajjc'reinun \d ebBai ecf Iliw
iioisB^a ixen Glcfjsioxicri 'i£;o'<t svBri
vnB *10 ^dOJt^29^ d’aeJ. QiiX Xb bs^Bslsb Xllci edj 3&sq
c.Icoiloa olldi/q ni a'it»d06 <)c^ ’^llXaqmco ^Xiid afiXlaiiB
^eiocilOB nX '^lisb ©XdX9 bB9i ‘^.XsXo, siriX “lo
-esq sriX X&nlBis XaeXc'iq nmsice aoi e-ieXas ’{deisd
'’.eiifEBam rfoua '^ns Jc ©ssa
-aXsoX Slid beXBeheb asvr XXXd juXiDBeT elcfi3 ^loaluqmoo ©flT
IsXiofiiec'. BvodB grfX sXov aj^cfftinenij ^aomXs ns e'li/XsX
(8) .bs-tneasiq asw
bsXqnecJ^B soafiXeni '{^bvo rti aari ^bocf ©vX:^sX'-:i3oX ^rlT
Ic *rB9lo -laeite oX isbic ni ZBlt&d sniXaMc'iq ©dX x^el^BB cX
-uoXjjjXXsi ^cf Xioila Xnaoimavos ni liosdicf ax/oiiaa ’'^ob
-djjc fiioil jicqcija \i'isii.,noin Ic lawBibridiw ©rfT ,39iai9vcii/ioo
9a69io©£> £ xd beXeXlBiBq iiescf Jen aarl aoi^xXei lo'i abnu*! oiX
bonXacieT aari sJsJa oriT .aolXojj'*Jani ai/ol'iiXei ai iasiajal 'Jo
eA .enesXJXo ajl “to JnsmeeXovat auoIsiXsT ©nJ nX beJas'rsJni
^olJitaXJA ©riJ lo ebia aiiiJ ac eJnojreiJJga JaabXo ©riJ lo ©no
rioiaw liob©©!! aacJjjiXBT ^nlmei>noo BXuq^lb on tan asrl JX
e©Ji3Ja ieiXl ©i{J ^noiHB asw JI .noiXOB Jinoo b lo'J b&XXao
ayoX§iX9i Jt dX Ifiaoqo^q b njX^ir noXJx'JXttafioO ©rij jinXJqojbs
•.fceujaaa ©d mobssil
-ncO 9fli to X'Jeib a waa noRnatlsIj aBdoaT nsdi.”
bft^ae'iqxe ©d ,:ioIJqobii uct bsaoco'iq nc tjxrjije
jBrii JnsmJfrXcqqiTaXb cXii ln&X*it a oJ b nX
gnXii^XXdBJas noXJfiisiosb bsaa©iqx© on aaw ©idflJ
aSX - 8XX ,qq .bl (8)
freedom of religion. He was willing to accept it,
trusting, as he said, ’that the good sense and
honest intentions of our citizens would bring about
necessary alterations. (lO)
I
The religious liberty, which in the spirit of the fathers of
the Commonwealth meant ’’building a wall of separation bet-
ween Church and State”, has not drifted into religious in-
difference. Virginia, today, remains an integral part of
the Bible Belt of the South. Chiirch and State are separated
in accordance with the National and State legislation, but
the chain has not been broken.
(lO) Johnson, Alvin W., - Church-State Relationships P. 275
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CHAPTER II
The Development of Religious Education in Public Schools
Early education in the State concerned itself with
orphan children sent over from the hospitals and asylums in
England. In 1619 Virginia received one himdred of these
children with more following at a later date. The famous
Poor Laws and Apprenticeship Laws of England then in vogue
in the colony sought to provide care for these children. The
Apprenticeship Law of 1643 provided that these children be
brought up in the ^Christian religion” and in the ^rudiments
of learning according to their estates”. Other apprentice-
ship laws were enacted containing substantially the same
provision. These acts applied to orphans. But in 1748 a law
was enacted providing that ”Any person adjudged by the county
courts incapable of supporting and bringing up their childrai
in honest courses or to take care of the education of their
children and their instruction in the principles of Chris-
1
tianity, in any such cases, it shall be lawful for the war-
dens of the Church parish where such children inhabit, by
order of their court to bind each child apprentice in the
same manner as law directs for poor orphan children.” (ll)
This law is so stated that no child, whether orphan or not,
(ll) Heatwole, E.J. - A History of Education in Virginia P. 37
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shall be without instruction in the principles of Christianity,
Furthermore, the legislation cited above provides for a cur«
riculiom which is Identical with the curriculum of the early
Sunday School of the Ralke^s type with the exception of indus-
trial training.
The principal legislative interest in education from
1624 to 1660 was catechetical instruction, not only of such
groups as the poor, orphans, apprentices and servants, but
all groups of whatever social or economic status. Vi/hile secu-
lar education did not come formally under the control of church
and state until the proclamation for licensing teachers in
1686, the education which was most pertinent until later in
the 17th century whs really under the sway of catechetical
instruction.
The plan for public education was looked upon unfav-
orably by both the poor and the aristocratic classes in the
State. Thus it coiHd find no place in the social fabric
until a strong and powerful middle class developed a truer
democracy in which public education could best prosper. It
was not until 1846 that free schools supported out of public
funds began to develop. The free schools prior to this were
under the management of boards of trustees, composed usually
of religious leaders. This accounts for the religious em-
phasis found in all types of schools prior to this time.
Such schools were established as early as 1645. This condi-
tion also offered ready soil for the planting of schools by
lo aeXqloni'iq srid rri nolcfOL'icfani cti/orij-lw 9cf Xlsria
-u/o B zol asbivoiq svocfs be^-Xo nci^JBX3i§9l 9riX <9ioiai9ric)”n/I
^XiBs 9fl:t lo fnfuXjJoX'i'U/o 9£{i ri:}-lw XsoXcfxi9bx si rioixiff muXjJoii
-eubxii Ic nol^tqsoxe sxiX ricTiv/ Qq'iS s’ejiisn erid- lo Xooxlo^ ^^Bbxux^
XsinJ
moil nofcfeowbs nl ^ssis^nl evllsXsiseX XBqloaiiq arlT
xioxja lo ic-^^no Ion ,nol;^oi;'r^ 8nl XBOid-srtos^eo sbw O08X ^'^tSX
Ind ^aXxiBviss txie asoldnsicqs esnBxiqio ^'looq exid sb aquci^
-uoes oIlfTfi .si/d’fits olncxicoa lo XbIoos iGvederfw lo sqnc'ia XXb
xloix/rio lo Xoidnoo 3 x11 *190/11; ^Xbe'ioI 9noo Ion bii) aolXsox/bo ibX
ni aT:9a0B9l anlsnooll icl noilBfliBXooiq 9/id Xltxu; edBds bxiB
ill i9dBX XlXxii; dnenll'ieq Xsoin sbw xloixiw noldBonbe exld ^0831
lC0id 9 Xl09dB0 lo i&ViZ, OtiJ ISblW t-fXBO*! SBW 1i'r£/dXl90 d&Vl Qcij
:iclXou*iXafll
-volm. xtcqB LeiiooX ax^f xioijBOnbs olXdiip *10! xi^Xq dxlT
9x11 nl so83bXo olJwior laiiB sdl bns icoq 91IJ fliod "^idsao
olidal IbXoos 9fil ai1 eoxXq on bnll bXnoo 11 sxjflT .9lsl3
•19ml B bsqolevsb ssbIo eXbblxa Xi'lie.voq biUB js Xllxin
IJ .isc^oiq lasd blnoo nollnoi/bs olldoq xlolilw nt ^OBiootnsb
Dlldiw lo Ixjc boliocqns aXcoxlos 9eit IbaI 31^81 Xilnu loxi asm'
eierr slril ol 'loliq sXoonos sail exfT .qcXsveb ol niJasd sbnL'l
^XXau-it; b9?:oq«oo ,8991ami lo abisod lo In&jiisaisxLSfli enl letiw
-09 airda-iXsi 9x11 lol sliiucooxi slxiT .aiebBBl sjjolalXoi lo
.9011 il/il ol loliq eXoodos lo ssq^l XXb nl bxu/ol slsBxic
-Ibnoo slxlT . Si^BX 2b xiise as bexlelXcfBleo .i9w sXooxlos n'oxjS
Xd alcoxlos lo a^JXXnBiq 9x11 ipl iloe -^bsei ;.=»a9llo csXb xioll
the different denominations. (12)
The first four evangelical denominations beginning
educational activity in the State were the Episcopalians, who
were active from the founding of the colony; the Presbyterian,
as early as 1740 (13); the Methodists, as early as 1785 (14);
and the Baptist in 1809. (15)
The earliest appearance of the Sunday School in the
State of Virginia was due to the V/esleyan Evangelical Move-
ment. In 1785 a Methodist, William Elliott, on his planta-
tion in Accomac County, Eastern Shore, started a Sunday-
school for white boys and girls in his charge and for his own
children, with like provisions for his Negro slaves. The
curriculum of this school was inclusive of the rudiments of
reading, in order that they might be able to read God^s Word
for themselves, and also the Methodist Catechism. In the
following year, 1786, Francis Asbury, sent over by Wesley
in 1771, and made bishop in 1784, organized a Sunday-school
in Hanover County, Virginia in the home of Thomas Crenshaw. (16
(12) Heatwole, E.M., A History of Education in Virginia P. 46
(is) Bell, The Church, The State, and Education in
Virginia Pp. 141-142
(14) Bell, The Church, The State, and Education in
Virginia pp. 214-215
(15) Bell, %e Church, The State, and Education in
Virginia pp.208
(16) Ferguson: Historical Chapters in Christian
Education pp. 15-16
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•XBbiU.‘3 iS b&llBlE <910fld XllSlEBd OXSJUC'OOA hI COXl
flwo alrl 10*1 bfiB egisrio alti nl el'll bxiB e^od ollnw 'xol locxios
eifT .39VBl2 u'laski alxf lo*! anclalvoiq essll xlllw xxaiJblirio
lo elfiemi Jbxx*i 9x11 lo 9vl?iiXonl bbw locxioc clxil nn’Jjjoi'iiuo
Jb'ioW a’boO bB9ri ol elds ad Ixiglm x^nl 1^x11 leijio nl
Ofll nl . iielfiotlsO lelborllsM 9fil opXb bxiB ,
»
9vis 3£;9 xll lol
XaiasW xof 'xavo lxij& ,x*ix.cl3A alonsil ^Oevi axilwcilol
Xooiloa-x* btu/3 e baalrte^no xU qoileld abfixn briB ^IVVi nl
9i) .wfixlaxisiD axanoxiT Jc epioxl eixl xil BlxilgilV <xlxxboD levoxusH xil
Oi* .<1 i-'Jfllgi.fV nl nollBo.jha lo ^lolslE A ^.'*.3 ,6iowl£ieH
ni flollB0x;b.3 briB ,&lsld snT ,rfoujxi9 exlT tlleS
.q3 BlxilgilV
nl xic IlBonba baa ,9l3l3 9xiT <fio*n;xlO arlT ,IX9€
ax ‘-Ms; .
.q BlnlailV
nl xiclXBOxxba bxxx3 ,elHlS enT ^douLfdO 9(i^ ,lXea
bCl.cq xJlxria’ilV
rtBxlel'iXl'J ni .iniJCiaxlO XfiolictilH t.roaiJiiie'i
9X**ai -qo iioilBOLTbil
(21 )
(^X)
(M)
(ai)
(9X)
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As early as 1824, leaders of all denominations in Amer-
ica united to form the American Sunday School Union. In 1872
the Sunday-school forces created the International Sunday
School Association. Ten years later, the Church leaders in
Virginia organized the Virginia Sunday School Association with
the clear understanding that the new organization was being
formed for the maintenance in Virginia of our ’’common
Christianity”. (17)
After the reorganization of the International Sunday
School Association in 1922 into the International Council of
Religious Education, the Virginia Sunday School Association
was reorganized in 1928 and became the Virginia Council of
Religious Education, and all denominations were invited to
I have an official voice in planning its program and supervising
its work. Today, this organization is the recognized agency
for cooperative activity in Christian education in the State.
,
It is fully accredited by the International Council of Reli-
gious Education and has agreed to become the State agency of
the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America. Twelve
denominations are officially represented on its board of
management. They are as follows;
I Brethren Church Presbyterian of United States
Friends in America Presbyterian Association Reformed
Congregational-Christian Protestant Episcopal
Methodist Reformed United States
(17) Old Dominion Beacon - Feb. 15, 1938
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Church of the Brethren United Brethren in Christ
Disciples of Christ United Lutheran (18)
The Council works through its auxiliary county and city
councils and committees throughout the State.
A statement from the Council's charter states its
purpose to be as follows:
”To foster through interdenominational cooperation
religious education in harmony with the ideals
and practices of the cooperating Protestant Evan-
gelical Churches, by means of conventions, insti-
tutes, vacation and Week-Day Church schools.
Young People’s conferences, a fact-finding surveys
and any and all other means which may be deemed
proper for this cooperation.” (19)
More specific, the activity of the Council has been outlined
as follows:
1. It preaches the gospel of cooperation through-
out the year and in conventions and conferences
creates public sentiment favorable to an en-
larged program of Christian education.
2. It conducts fact-finding surveys.
3. It conducts conferences with church leaders
in every section of the State for the purpose
of imiting all Christian forces in a commun-
ity or county-wide effort to Increase Church
and Sunday-school attendance.
4. It promotes and supervises week-day religious
education - a growing movement which is rapidly
coming to be its major activity.
5. It gives general promotion to the Vacation
Bible School Movement.
6. It holds an annual State Convention which
(18) Old Dominion Beacon - Feb. 15, 1938
(19) Id. Feb. 15, 1937
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brings to Virginia Americans foremost leaders
in Christian Education,
7. It organizes and supervises interdenominational
leadership training schools,
8. It conducts short efficiency institutes.
9. It conducts County and Area Youth Conferences.
10, It maintains a free circulating library of
most helpful books which are widely used in
the State.
Thus the program of religious education began in the
State, with all of whatever social and economic status, by
legislation which provided for instruction in the principles
of Christianity, which instruction was principally cateche-
tical.
But the eighteenth century v/as a period of great
evangelical revival, international and interdenominational
in its scope. Up to this time the Church of England had
held sway. Under the name of the Great Awakening in America,
a tidal wave of religious fervor swept over the colonies
from New England to Georgia, ushering into Virginia other
denominational groups. German Pietism, associated particu-
larly with the names of Spener and Francke, entered with the
Scotch-Irlsh Presbyterians who settled in the Shenandoah
Valley; the Methodism of the Wesleys and TAliitefield entered
the tidewater region from Georgia and the Baptist influence
entered the middle area from Rhode Island. (20) With their
(so) Gewehr: The Great Awakening in Virginia,
1740-1790 Chaps. 2,S,4,5
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coming the educational activity of each group began. The free
schools developed, however, replacing in many instances the
denominational school. Bell states that, ^if the figures of
the extent of the school systems developed by churches and
the attendance at them, at the close of the first quarter of
j
this century have any significance, it is that of the triumph
of the public education in popular favor’'. (21) The free
school has, in addition to its many contributions, cooperated
with denominations through local churches and religious or-
ganizations, furnishing to them a common medium by which to
promote a unified program of religious education. The final
resultant is an organized State Council with National affilia-
tions, sponsoring a program of religious education in cooper-
ation v/ith and through the public schools of the State.
(21) Bell: The Church, The State and Education in
Virginia P, 584
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CHAPTER III
State Cooperation V/ith Religious Agencies
Although funds are not distributed directly from the
public coffer to aid in religious growth and development in
the State, officials employed by the State are favorable to
the program of week-day religious education and certain con-
cessions are being made by them to aid religious forces in
reaching the common objective of building Christian charac-
ter. Special note is here given of two instances of State
cooperation with religious agencies which have brought to
fruition week-day religious instruction: First, the school
officials, namely, members of the State Board of Education,
County Superintendents, Principals, and Teachers have accepted
the thesis of the Gestalt psychology which says, "Personality
is more than the summation of parts, it is a whole." Upon
this basis, school officials have proposed a State-T^ide pro-
gram which will integrate personality. Such a program em-
braces the curricula of all educational, social and religious
agencies. The Director of the Division of Instruction, State
Board of Education, is a member of the Commission of Vi^eek-
Day Religious Education.
A statement from a County Superintendent of Schools
gives evidence of the favorable attitude which is generally
held by State officials toward the program of week-day
religious instruction;
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”1 have talked with the teachers and principals
with reference to this work and have occasionally-
gone into a class where it is being conducted for
a brief period of time. I consider that the work
meets a very definite need, because;
1. It affords an opportimity to a very large
group of children.
2. The opportunity is available to many who are
not within easy reach of any Sunday School.
S. It lends a tone to public school work which
our own curriculum does not include, on
account of the denominational prejudices when
public school teachers make an effort along
this line.
4. The work is conducted by specially trained
persons in Religious Education; this, I
believe, is necessary for any field of
education.
The following statement regarding the religious educ-
ation offering in a single school of the same county is given
by the Principal of the school. It reveals the situation as
it exists, more or less, throughout the State:
’’Religious Education, when encouraged by the
ministerial and lay groups offa community and
when interesting to the students of a school, can
be a positive addition to the experiences of the
child in the school. However, in order to per-
form the function of which it is capable there
is a necessity for both stability of financial
support and coordination with the remainder of
the school’s curriculum,”
’’The present indefiniteness of financial sup-
port for the teachers and the lack of coordina-
tion with the work of the regular classes make
the present effort in this school weaker than
the qualifications and potentialities of the
instructors would anticipate. Under the condi-
tions that do exist there is present a large and
continuing interest on the part of the students
and the public. Some effort is made to tie-up
this work of the religious education teacher
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with the other offerings but this is limited by
the limited time available for the cooperative
planning of all concerned. The delicacy with
which the situation is handled by the present
instructors is attested to by the lack of criti-
cism and friction in a group that does present
so varied religious beliefs.”
The second instance of State cooperation with religious
agencies which has brought to fruition Week-Day Religious
Education is the use of public school buildings for classes.
Today 475 classes in Week-Day Religious Education are being
held in public school buildings.
With such a favorable attitude of the State Public
School Officials, it is evident that the soil is fertile for
the growth of the religious education program. Remembering
that Virginia is largely rural the accessibility of rural
public schools to children by reason of State and County
supported transportation systems, over against the inacces-
sibility of the rural Sunday-schools during certain seasons
of the year, by reason of distance and lack of private trans-
portation facilities, it makes doubly important any effort
to place religious instruction within easy reach of the child.
In this effort the State is now cooperating. Wherever such
cooperation does not exist it is due not to unfavorable at-
titudes of Public Officials but rather to the lack of stab-
ility of financial support or other handicaps, which are
chiefly concerns of the local and state religious forces. In
many instances denominational prejudice within local areas
is the most serious handicap.
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CHAPTER IV
The Scope of Week-Day Religious Education in the State
According to a recent report, the state cooperating
with Virginia Council of Religious Education in week-day
religious training has resulted in the following; (22)
Teachers are employed in 18 counties by united
Christian forces*
124 communities are being served*
24,000 children between the ages of ten and
fourteen are being reached*
20^ of the counties in the State have local com-
mittees fostering week-day religious instruction*
92 to 99^ of the children in the fo\irth through
seventh grades, where there are classes organized,
are being taught in these classes.
1^ The number of pupils reached by the organized classes in
I
Week-Day Religious Instruction is approximately Z>fo of the
school population enrolled in the public school of the State*
In the counties where the classes are organized approximately
11% of the school population in the public schools of these
counties are enrolled in classes of Week-Day Religious Instruc-;
!
tion* In any case, pupils in the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th
i grades only receive this instruction* Comparative figures
are here given of enrollments in Public Schools and V/eek-
Day Schools in counties where classes are held.
(22) Old Dominion Beacon - Feb* 15, 1958
VI a;iT4AH0
ni 3i/ci^it9H viiQ-ii'iS'A sqcoS srfT
^nJriBieqooo 9nd- ,d-ioc9'i ineo^-i ^ o’t i^axinocoA
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Enrollments
2S.
County Public Week-Day
School (25) School (24)
Albemarle 10095
Arlington* 7686
Augusta. 11121
Bedford 8709
Bland 1664
Botetourt 4716
Fairfax 6464
Loudoun 5852
Princess Anne 6702
Pr. Edward & Cumberland 7842
Pr. William 4103
Pulaski 5763
Radford 1804
Rockingham 8612
Tazewell. .10484
Wythe & Sra^^th .13895
107
1012
2236
544
759
840
613
792
794
417
713
1033
413
2383
589
741
Total 115552 14004
The classes are held on released time a minimum of once
a week, -^he parents sign an application blank requesting the
li public school authorities to allow their children the privi-
Ij lege of receiving religious instruction during school hours.
|i
In cases where parents do not make the request, the children
I
are sent to another room while the Bible study is being con-
ducted. The fact that in many grades more than 95^ of the
pupils are permitted to take the work brings the conclusion
that most parents believe that the study of the Bible under
trained and consecrated teachers will have a beneficial
influence on their children.
(23) 1936 Annual Report Superintendent of Public
Instruction pp. 123-125
(24) Old Dominion Beacon - Feb. 15, 1938

The State in cooperating with the Virginia Council of
Religious Education requires that teachers of classes in
religious education, which are held in public school buil-
dings, meet qualification standards equal to those required
of public school teachers. The present status gives evidence
that these teachers are well prepared for their field of
Religious Education. A statement from the General Secretary
of the Virginia Council of Religious Education follows:
"Twelve of our 2S full-time teachers have either
their Master of Arts degree or Master of Arts
degree in religious education. They come from
ten states and have been trained in such schools
as,
1. Assembly Training School, Richmond, Va.
2. Biblical Seminary of New York
3. Boston University, Boston, Mass.
4. Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
5. Hartford School of Religious Education,
Hartford, Connecticut
6. Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.
and a few others."
These teachers are not supported from tax funds, but
the cost is borne by individual friends and groups in the
community - mainly by churches, Sunday-schools and parents
of the children. The responsibility of raising the budget
to support the work rests with the local Council. It is
estimated that these county annual budgets range from
$100 to $2800. The State Council has a regular staff con-
W'' '
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lo Xiom/oO fiir.XgT:Xy ericJ rid-lvv grtii^jB'isqooo nX-e;^8;^3 ©rlX
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adiA 'lo isdafiM lo asigsb ad^A lo isdsaM iXsdd
Dicnl smoo \;9riT .noldBoabs euoigllan: al soigoJb
eXooiioa xlojja ni beaiisid nsed svBfi biuB aedada ned
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jiioY wsM tc 'iTBfrXmsB iBOiXdXfl .2
.se«:'A ,aodaoa «\iJi3'ievXaU ncdaoS ,5
(^BfTXmscJ XfiOlgoicsriT d^Xdqjua n'leda^a
8Xrii:;vX\aiu:95 ,.-jliicX©£jBXlrW
(ncXd 6 oaf)3 2aoXsXX'=»H 2o Xcxiioc^ [rzo'id'iBH .5
dL/oJdosnnoO (b'Xc'idiBH
.XXI (nodariBva .'{dXaidylnU nisdesv^ridioH .9
’\a*ierido a si b bns
dud (BbnjL/l XBd b'jdloqqua Jen q*i& a^sdassd eaerfX
odd nX aquo^s.bfls abnoi*!! Xautivibnl ^niod al deoo srid
adnsisq bna aXocfioa-x-Bbnuci ,a9fiO'iurio '^d xLnlJOz - idl/ujcunoo
dBgbifd 9rfd gnialKi ic tdiXldlanocae*! srTT .neTiXXdo snd Ic
ai dl .iXoriiioO Xr.ooX 3ild rtjXw ada^-i ^t:o'.v and dicqqira od
racil ajsgbud Ibuiuxb T^douoo a^sodd dtrid badumida*
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-nco l^Bda iBlugsi b asi; XXobuoO ed^idd srfi .C082V od OCX?
sisting of the General Secretary and Supervisor of Week-Day
Religious Education which is employed on full-time basis with
a full-time office secretary and special office assistants.
These full-time leaders are paid from funds raised by a Com-
mittee on Promotion and Finance which is an intricate part
of the State Council.
The foregoing facts and figures give evidence that the
present scope of the week-day religious instruction in the
public schools of the State is limited. However, it is a
pioneer step in the direction of realizing the dream of bring-
ing to fruition a state of affairs in which all citizens of
the State will be educated in the larger values of living.
With more adequate financial support for teachers of the
present caliber, who will be privileged to engage in this
task such a favorable atmosphere as has been alluded to, the
scope of week-day religious instruction in the public schools
of the State is destined to be broadened.
TC,8a-2i9sW lo 'xoel7'r9oija biiB XsiensC ©rii “Ic
ri^ivT zlzed ofliii-ili;! no bexolqms ei doiriw. xicicTBoi/jbS ax^ox^IIsH
.^cfimtelnaB eoillo Isioeqa bns a^b^siooe eoil'lo b
-noO B Acd bs>giBi abnul moil blaq eiB aisfcBel saadT
:fiBq a^BoIi^rri hb ai doXd.r ^onBrd'i tun noidomciq no se^^lm
.XJtofiuoO 9ri«j- lo
sdct iecii sansrivo svfg aeujgjtl ba.; ajo^i aaiossTOl ariT
sriJ iLl aoiiOLttenl iucIsU^i x^b-Tlsaw eHi to gqooa daessiq
B ai ,t9V9wc,H
.fcaJiBjll ei Bit.qa eM to eiccdoa oJtiduq
-Diiidd to odj a^tlsU^at to ncitasiit, arid al qoja „8noiq
to ansalJio XXe rioiiiw jix 3ilatt« lo sJata a noitLa-it cj :,nX
• snxvix to awXav logiaX arid nX bojaaaba ad XXiw sJadd add
odd to aieiiaaad lot dtoqqia XaXoflaaJt adaopabe aiom ridIS
eirid lit asaana od basaXXyXiq ad xxxw ori» .ladXXao d/ieaa-iq
arid ,od faabifXXa nead aari aa aaariqaomda aldaiovat a riat/T jfaad
aXoorioa alXdaq arid al acUoutUal aiyoXalXei ^ab-iaaw to aqooa
.benabaodd ad od fcanXdaab ai edadb arid to
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CHAPTER V
The Curriculum
It has been pointed out that the early schools of
Virginia had a curriculum which gave emphasis to the princi-
ples of Christianity, mainly through catechetical instruction.
This was not far different from the early curricula of all
early American Education. For in America as it has been,
almost universally, education is the child of the churchl
Great virtue lay in the curriculum of the early schools
in that education was conceived of as a unit. That all true
education is religious in aspect is no mean thought. It does
stand that personality, that with which education has to deal,
does not exist in compartments. It is a whole. Efforts to
develop personality in compartments is mis-educative as well
as dis-integrating . The early school sought to integrate
personality by concerning itself with the whole child, mean-
ing that it dealt with his physical, mental, emotional,
aesthetic and social needs. The Raikes school opened in
Gloucester, England in 1780 for Sunday instruction of poor
children in reading and in the elements of religion. It was
a prototype of the free schools which immediately followed.
These schools were established to meet the needs of the child.
When the Sunday School was adopted by the Church, after
much reluctance, it was viewed as a vehicle upon which doc-
trines and creeds could be propagated. Hence the ’’Battle of
Creeds” began and education became ’mis-educative” in sepa-
V nsTs/'jiu
&xiT
'Xo 2 locfloa eii'^ )uo Jbejuloq xiescf ajsxj
-lonl'xq erict oct elioriqoie evisg riolrhT niL'IijoX'raixo b b£r{ slxiigilV
.noI^ou'iXg'iI l£0i;t9ri09;tB0 vlaxuas eX^±nBl^ai-iriO lo sslq,
ila lo fllifoiiix/o eri^ moil ^a&isllXb ibI .;Xon aBw v^idT
»n99cf iBrf HE BoXiQmk al 10*5 .noiXBOijbS naniismA ^Iibs
Ifioiiixio wili lo bXlf'O ari;?- si iiolj‘i.oxfbe ,^Il6S'i9vinij ^gomlB
2 lccff02 ^Iisa sfiJ- lo asjSjJoizTSJO at ’^bI ax^iiiv i^a-iO
Quid’ He i-sriT .ctixiu a 2b lo bQvisonoo sew noiiBoubs iBrii xii
SQob il .dri^Lorii mitim on ioacBB ui auoigiXsi ei nciiEouuo
,Icab ci aufl frol^soLbs fioXiin iadd
» i^ilBao2.i3q isni bnaia
oi adic*113 •elori^r b ci
. ainamiiBcnioo al dalxe Xou aoob
il9Vf CB 9viiuaifb9-aijn at gd’nsmii^qmoo al ’'cdiiancaieq qcIsvQb
QdBiaeinl oi iri^.og ioodoa ^Iisa adT . ’^nilBiiiSini-exu ea
-ru.;sni ^MIr^o slcriw sxfi aii.7 liaaii ynlnieanoo 'iillaaocisq
^iBnoidOKiQ .li'cfnum tiBoia^nq aid ddi’v llcob ii isdd
ni bt.neqo loodoa aai^iaH sriT .abasn iBiood bxuj oiieddSQa
'jooq lo ncl ^unid’iiLi ^Bbiuso lol u8VI r.i bnalgnS ^lotsequoIO
saw il .nol^iXQl lo jr::r nl tra. latlbsei iii aeiblldo
.bQwoIIcl 'il^vfiibu.njrl rfolilv/ slccriOo qsiI arid lo Qqidoioiq a
.';X^£{o 9di lo ebsftii isun od b£*a-^ixd/ide 9 tis^ tiloodos oeadT
iQdl ^lioiudj add /i bedqcjba esw Icodo- '^Bbxuj^i sdd n©rf»Y
-ocD r:oJd-^ noqu aioiddv e sb bswaiv saw il ,9ouHoul9i riorrin
lo alddaS'^ x^aJ- aonaK .iQdagEqciq ad biuco
-ibaeio xina aeixxid
-aqaa iix ’’evidao/ xj- .lir;» ssi^ osd noidsoubs bna aasQd "abesiO
rating in physical, intellectual, moral and religious com-
partments, resulting in an attempted curriculum for each of
these. Thus, when the secular element was dropped out of
education fostered by the Church on Sunday, and religion be-
came the dominating goal, the catechism and the Bible were
made the center of the curriculum. If we are to accept the
Gestalt thesis of development, we in turn must agree with
Betts in his saying that ”The Sunday School that has become
a Bible School instead of a school of religion has in some
degree missed its purpose^. (25)
During the century of Bible domination of the curri-
culum, many attempts have been made to reorganize the cur-
riculum for the Sunday School. Many of these attempts have
resulted in a battle of creeds, denominational arrogance and
much material centeredness , On the other hand progress has
been in the right direction. Besides the uniform lessons,
the appearance of which brought about the afore-mentioned
state of affairs, the Graded lessons appeared offering a cur-
riculum which was more child centered than any of the pre-
vious attempts at building the curriculum for the Sunday
School. This curriculum was influenced by the movement of
child study among the educators. Although influenced by pub-
lic school procedures, the Sunday School curriculum remains
(25) Betts: The Curriculum of Religious Education P, 111
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separate and distinct for the public school curriculum, cher-
ishing the idea of a religious compartment of the personality.
Both the public school curriculiim and the Sunday School
curriculum through a century or more of changes lost sight
of the needs and interests of the pupils. Subject matter and
information became the chief concern of both institutions.
The scope of the curriculum as we have now come to view it,
became narrov/ed. For the curriculum is a process of growth,
coordinating as many educative influences as possible and
providing for an educational program in series of purposeful
activities and processes, as broad as life itself. This
point of view means a guiding of the experiences of the pupils
so that cultivated and integrated personalities may result.
Humbolt*s dictum that what you would have in the life
of a people, you must first put into its schools, is today
significant in the practices and trends in the curriculum for
the Public Schools of the State of Virginia, Religious inter-
est has never departed from the educational system of the
State. The chain reaching from the colonial days to the pre-
sent has remained unbroken, due in a measure to the common
basis upon which denominations have been able to cooperate.
Moreover, as the curriculum development has advanced the
major functions of social living have been coordinated, all
of which has resulted in a coordinated program of religious
instruction in the public schools. This program of religious
instruction is accepted, not as an incidental, or as an object
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of thought and interest, a topic for Sundays and special oc-
casions, but as an integral part of the education of the whole
person, which education seeks to modify, integrate, inspire
and impel to action.
Expression of Religious Tendencies as a major function
of social life is given within the scope of the Virginia
Course of Study. The underlying philosophy as stated in this
Course of Study is as follows: "All civilizations recognize
religion as a major social function. Religion tends to give
stability and poise to personality, motivate right conduct,
and function as a conserving force in society, “^e family,
the church, tradition and the fine arts are some of the agen-
cies through which religious impulses find expressions." (26)
Thus religion has its place in the public school of the State
as a major social function, predicated upon an hypothesis
that failure to regard any major function of social life in
a curriculum means a disregard of a complete growth of per-
sonality.
Protestant church leaders in Virginia, working through
the Virginia Council of Religious Education, Inc., have set
their minds and hearts upon the development of an adequate
program of religious and moral training for each child in
every county and city of Virginia. In developing this program
(26) State Board of Education Bulletin Vol. XIX - Number 5
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of religious education in the State, the Commission on Week-Day
Religious Education of the Virginia Comcil of Religious Educ-
ation, Inc*, has prepared a curriculum Guide. (27) It was
prepared "for the guidance of teachers in the preparation of
a series of Bible lessons for use in Virginia Week-Day Church
Schools", This Curriculum Guide in a series of outlined units
of work to be developed in harmony with the principles and
general plan of procedures in use in the Virginia public
schools and in harmony with the recognized aims and objectives
of Christian Education. The materials are for use in the 4th,
5th, 6th and 7th grades. Materials for use in other grades
are now in process of preparation.
The Curriculiim Guide attempts to correlate courses in
religious education "as a regular and necessary part of the
child’s total education program and not as something which
is tacked on and which has little or no direct relation to the
work of the school". Exhibits I - II - III - IV - V show
clearly that an attempt has been made by which each unit is
closely related in aims and objectives to the aims and objec-
tives as outlined in the course of study for the Virginia
public schools. The Curriculum Guide, like the Virginia Pub-
lic School Course of Study, is used as a source book. It is
the teacher who will need to first direct the process, insure
(27) Virginia Council of Religious Education: Adventures
in Christian Living
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SCOPE OF THE CURRICULUM
FOR VIRGINIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
\
' GRADE IV i
Adaptation of Life to
;
Advancing Physical
|
Frontiers
\
MAIOR FUNCTIONS (Center of Interest)
OF' son AT T IFF* 1
GRADE V
Effects of Inventions 1
AND Discoveries Upon
OvR Living
(Center of Interest)
GR.ADE VT
Effects of Machine
Production Upon Our
Living
(Center of Interest)
GRADE VII ^
Social Provision for
Cooperative Living
(Center of Interest)
Aspects of Center of i
Interest Selected
for Emphasis
Aspects of Center of
Interest Selected
for Emphasis
Aspects of Center of
Interest Selected
for Emphasis
1
Aspects of Center of
Interest Selected
for Emphasis
Protection and Conser- How does frontier living
vation of Life, Prop- arect the protection
erty, and Natural Re- of life, property, and
sources natural resources?
How do inventions and
1
discoveries alter our
ways of protecting
j
and consers’ing life,
property, and natural
resources?
How does machine pro-
duction lead to the
conservation and to
the waste of life, prop-
erty, and natural re-
sources?
How do social and gov-
ernmental agencies
protect and conserve
life, property, and nat-
ural resources?
Production of Goods and How does frontier living
Sers'ices and Distribu- modify and how has it
tion of the Returns of been m^iSed by the
Production production and distri-
bution of goods and i
1
services?
1
:How do inventions and
discoveries affect the
variety and availabili-
ty of goods?
How does machine pro-
duction increase the
quantity and variety
and change the qual-
ity of goods?
WTiy are governmental
monopolies established
for the provision of
certain services?
Consumption of Goods 1 How does frontier living
and Services | restrict the consump-
tion of goods and ser-
vices?
1
iHow is the consumption
of goods and services
1
influenced by discov-
eries and inventions?
1
How does machine pro-
duction of standardiz-
ed goods influence the
choice and use of
goods?
How do social agencies
influence the consumer
,
in his choice and use of
goods?
Communication and How do ways of trans-
Transportation of portation and commu-
G^ds and People nication serve to ad-
vance frontiers?
1
How do inventions and
j
discoveries improve
our means of trans-
p>ortation and com-
munication?
How does machine pro-
duction affect trans-
portation and com-
munication?
1
How do methods of trans-
portation and commu-
nication affect coop-
erative living?
Recreation How is recreation influ-
enced by frontier liv-
ing?
1
'How do inventions and
1
discoveries influence
recreation?
How does machine pro-
duction influence rec-
creation?
How are social and gov-
ernmental organiza-
tions extending oppor-
tunities for the wise
use of leisure time?
Expression of Aesthetic How are music, litera-
Impulses ture, and art affected
by frontier living?
How do inventions and
discoveries affect our
art, music, and litera-
ture?
How does machine pro-
duction modify art,
literature, music, and
architecture?
How do social organiza-
tions provide oppor-
tunities for expression
of aesthetic impulses?
Elxpression of Religious How is religion affected
Impulses by frontier living?
How do discoveries in-
fluence the spread of
religion?
How does machine pro-
duction influence the
development of the
church?
How does the church
function as a means of
social control?
Education How is education in-
fluenced by frontier
living?
1
How do inventions and
discoveries influence
education?
How does machine pro-
duction influence edu-
cation?
How does education func-
tion as a means of
social control?
Extension of Freedom
j
!
Integration of the In-
j
dividual 1
1
i
Exploration 1
j

GRADE IV
CENTER OF INTEREST: ADAPTATION OF LIFE TO ADVANCING
PHYSICAL FRONTIERS
Aspects Selected for Emphasis
How does frontier living affect the protection of life, property, and nat-
ural resources?
How does frontier living modify and how has it been modified by the
production and distribution of goods and services?
How does frontier living restrict the consumption of goods and services?
How do ways of transportation and communication serve to advance
frontiers ?
How is recreation influenced by frontier living?
How are music, literature, and art affected by frontier living?
How is religion affected by frontier living?
How is education influenced by frontier living?
General Theme for Roli/ioue Education:
Adventures in Ri iht Livinp;
1. Our Bible - Pioneers in Rifjit Living
2. Pioneering in Happy Horae Life
|
3, Pioneering for Our Church
_
4. Pioneering in World Friendship
PIONEERS IN RIGHT LIVING
|
I
(A Study of Early Old Testament Heroes)
|
Objectives : To help the pupils to know the Bible as a unique and wonderful Book ;
To develop an appreciation of leading stories and facts of that part
of the Bible which describes God's dealing with his people in
|
pioneer days*
I
Related Aiiaa of Education ; (Taken from the Public School Course of Study)
|
122. The appreciation of high standards of conduct
207* The understanding of man's increasing control of his social environment
|
206* "nie understanding of the relation of the social heritage to man's
development
|210. The understanding of the relation of the movements of population to man's 1
development
Related Objectives of Religious Education
:
|
VII, To effect in growing persons the assimilation of the beat religious i
experience of the race, pre-eminently that recorded in the Bible, as
effective guidance to present experience
III. To foster in growing persona a progressive and continuous development of
Christ-like character
Public School Activltiea Serving Points of Departure : (Suggested in the Public
j
School Ooursa of Study) i|
1, Reading about the contributions of pioneer leaders
2, Comparing homes of pioneers with those of today il
3, Reporting on travel in pioneer days
4, Discussing religious ceremonies of the Indians
5, Reading about religious customs of pioneer days

GRADE V
Lii no
c!
w
(/>
M
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CENTER OF INTEREST: EFFECTS OF INVENTIONS AND
DISCOVERIES UPON OUR LIVING
Aspects Selected for Emphasis
How do inventions and discoveries alter our ways of protecting and conserving
life, property, and natural resources?
How do inventions and discoveries affect the variety and availability of goods?
How is the consumption of goods and services influenced by discoveries and
inventions ?
How do inventions and discoveries improve our means of transportation and
communication ?
How do inventions and discoveries influence recreation?
How do inventions and discoveries affect our art, music, and literature?
How do discoveries influence the spread of religion?
How do inventions and discoveries influence education ?
General Theme for Reli^ioua Education:
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How the Bible Affects Our Living
1* Our Bible - The Lifo of Jesus
2. Our Bible - How Did It Come to Be?
Our Bible - How May I Get Help from It?
4. Lifting the Level of Living Around the World
IHE LIFE OF JESUS
Objective : To guide the pupils into a better understanding and appreciation of the
life I teachings and personality of Jesus.
Related Aims of Education : (Taken from Public School Course of Study)
^
104. The attitude of self-integrity
105. The attitude of respect for personality
120* The appreciation of human nature
122. The appreciation of high standards of conduct
Related Objective of Religious Education :
II. To lead growing persons into an understanding and appreciation of the
personality, life, and teachings of Jesus Christ.
Public School Activities Serving as Points of Departure : (Suggested in the Public
School Course of Study)
1. Reporting on social legislation that has advanced the conservation of life
2. Collecting information about the ways missionaries have changed superstitious
beliefs by medical aid
3. Reading in their history book, '*What the Old World Gave the New”, about the
contribution of the Hebrews
4. Studying the continent of Asia
5. Reading biographies of famous people
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GRADE VI oCX
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CENTER OF INTEREST: EFFECTS OF MACHINE PRODUCTION
UPON OUR LIVING
Aspects Selected for Emphasis
How does machine production lead to the conservation and to the waste
of life, property, and natural resources?
How does machine production increase the quantity and variety and
change the quality of goods?
How does machine production of standardized goods influence the choice
and use of goods?
How does machine production affect transportation and communication?
How does machine production influence recreation?
How does machine production modify art, literature, music, and archi-
tecture?
How does machine production influence the development of the church?
How does machine production influence education?
General Theme for Religious Education:
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The Development of the Spiritual Life in a lifechine Age
1, Our Bible - Champions of the People
2. How May I Know God?
3# How Shall I Pray?
CHAMPIONS OF THE PEOPLE
(A Study of Later Old Testament Heroes)
Objectives ; To guide the pupils to know the Bible is the greatest Book in the
world.
To develop an understanding and appreciation of the later Old Testament
period through a study of selected incidents from the time of Elijah
to Nehemiah.
Related Alms of Education ; (Taken from Public School Course of Study)
105, The attitude of respect for personality
122, The appreciation of hii^:. standards of conduct
212, The understanding that the masses of men struggle constantly to gain freedoc
from domination of the few
224. The understanding of the social function of religion
Related Objectives of Religious Education ;
VII, To effect in growing persons the assimilation of the best religious
experience of the race, pre-eminently that recorded in the Bible, as
effective guidance to present experience.
TV, To develop the ability and disposition to participate in and contribute
constructively to the building of a Christian social order
Public School Activities Serving as Points of Departure ; (Suggested in the Public
^
School Course of Study)
1, Reporting on prominent people vho have prevented the waste of life, property,
and natural resources
2, Discuss hazards to workers in mines, factories, etc,
3, Reading about "sweat shops"
4, Visiting recreational centers provided for en^iloyees
5, Studying famous paintings y
6, Discussing the effect of tte radio and automobile on church attendance
,
cc
GRADE VII
CENTER OF INTEREST: SOCIAL PROVISION FOR
COOPERATIVE LIVING
Aspects Selected for Emphasis
How do social and governmental agencies protect and conserve life, prop-
erty, and natural resources?
Why are governmental monopolies established for the provision of cer-
tain services?
How do social agencies influence the consumer in his choice and use of
goods ?
How do methods of transportation and communication affect coopera-
tive living?
How are social and governmental organizations extending opportunities
for the wise use of leisure time?
How do social organizations provide opportunities for expression of aes-
thetic impulses?
How does the church function as a means of social control?
How does education function as a means of social control?
Oeneral Thene for Religious Education:
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Christian Guidance Toward Cooperative Living
1. Our Bible - The Beginning of the ^
Christian Church •
I
2. Hot/ May \':e Build the Kingdon of
=!
God in Our Hones? ’ '
3. How May We Work Together to Build
the Kingdom of God in Our Conmunity?
HOW MAY WE ^'.'ORK TOGETHER TO BUILD THE KINGDOli OF GOD IN OUR C0IM3NITY?
Objectives : To guide the pupils into a broader understanding of the •’Kingdom of
God" and how we nay work together to build’ it in our conmunity.
To develop the desire and ability to participate whole-heartedly in
brirjTing about constructive advancement tot.ard the ideal of the
"Kingdom of God" in our community,.
Related Aims of Educat ion: (Taken from the Public School Course of Study)
115, The attitude of working harmoniously with others
122, The appreciation of hi.;di standards of conduct
207, Hie understanding of nan’s increasing control of his social environment
224. The understanding of tlie social function of religion
Related Objectives of Religious Education:
II, To lead grovang persons into an understanding and appreciation of the
personality, life, and teachings of Jesus Christ
IV. To develop in growj ng persons the ability and disposition to participate in
and contribute constructively to the building of a social order embodying
the ideal of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.
Public School Activities Serving as Points of Departure : (Suggested in Public
School Course of Study)
,1. Make a study of the health condit ions and services in the community
2. Make a survey of the recreational advantages of the community
3. Report on how people cooperatively provide educational advantages
4. Discuss plans for beautifying the coimaunity
5. Make posters to illustrate ho;.’ people cooperate to protect and maintain life
6. Invite the juvenile judge to explain how school children can assist in main-
taj.ning Iciv: and order for the protection of life and property
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logical sequence, guide activities, guide in the selection of
materials, test the effectiveness of the process, supply in-
centives and make long-time policies possible. An experienced
centered teacher may use any course of study or source mat-
erial, in spots and conceivably as a whole, if the problems
discussed are those of his group. The attempted correlation
of the objectives of education with the aims of education as
fostered by the public school has on the other hand rendered
more potent the effort to develop Christian Education. The
Curriculum Guide, progressive yet traditional, is a long
step in the right direction.
The scope of this curriculum by reviewing the objec-
tives for each of the grades:
Objectives for Grade IV
Unit 1.
To help pupils to know the Bible as a unique
and wonderful book.
To develop an appreciation of leading stories
and facts of that part of the Bible which
describes God*s dealing with his people
in pioneer days.
Unit 2.
To guide pupils into an appreciation of
their homes and into a better understand-
ing of conditions which help to make
happy homes.
To lead them to desire to share in the
making of happy homes.
Unit 3.
To guide the pupils towards a deeper
understanding and appreciation of the
church
.
To create in the pupils a desire to par
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ticipate in the activities of the church
Unit 4.
To lead children to see that America has
benefited greatly by contact with people
in other countries*
To lead children to realize that all the
people of the world are God*s children
and it is the Christianas duty and privi-
lege to extend love and kindness to all
lands.
0b.1ectives for Grade V
Unit 1.
To guide the pupils into a better under-
standing and appreciation of the life,
teachings and personality of Jesus.
Unit 2.
To lead to a lively interest in the Bible
through a study of its long journey to
us at the hands of those who have been
its makers, translators and distributors.
Unit 3.
To guide pupils in learning how to secure
help from the Bible in living more richly.
Unit 4.
To help the pupils see the Bible as the
dynamic power which has enriched all
areas of life.
To help them better appreciate those
who have improved living.
To stimulate in the pupils a desire for
active participation in lifting the level
of living to a truly Christian standard.
Objectives for Grade VI
Unit 1.
To guide the pupils to know the Bible is
the greatest Book in the world.
To develop an understanding and apprecia-
tion of the later Old Testament period
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through a study of selected incidents
from the time of Elijah to Nehemiah,
Unit 2.
To lead the pupils to know God through
the many ways he has been revealing
Himself to men*
To lead pupils to see Jesus as the per-
fect revelation of God.
Unit 3.
To guide the pupils into a clearer un-
derstanding of prayer; and to make
prayer natural, desirable and habitual.
Unit 4.
To lead boys and girls to realize that
their bodies are gifts of God.
To acquaint boys and girls with the nat-
ure of alcohol and to show that when
taken into the body it prevents a person
from living as master of himself.
Objectives for Grade VII
Unit 1.
To increase appreciation of the Bible
and to develop skill in using the Bible.
To lead the pupils to see that the be-
ginning of the Christian Church was the
natural result of the life and teachings
of Jesus.
To give such background of information
concerning the development of the church
as will inspire pupils to desire to be-
come active members and supporters of
the church.
Unit 2.
To guide the pupils into a broader un-
derstanding of the ^Kingdom of God”
and how we may work together to build it
in our community.
To develop the desire and ability to par-
ticipate whole heartedly in bringing
about constructive advancement towards
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the Ideal of the ^Kingdom of God” in
our community.
Unit 2.
To guide the pupils into a greater appre-
ciation of the responsibilities of their
parents and a better understanding of the
cooperative nature of a home.
To develop the desire and ability to make
their contribution towards a happy home.
Unit 4.
To guide the pupils in a Christian inter-
pretation of our world interdependence,
and the desire and ability to apply in
all our relations the Christian principle
of brotherhood of man because of the
Fatherhood of God, (28)
The above objectives reveal that the materials sug-
gested in the Curriculum Guide are not Bible centered. On
the other hand the first unit of each grade is intended to
help the pupil acquire a general working knowledge of the
Bible. The second, third and fourth units of each grade are
based more particularly upon life problems and needs of the
pupils. The suggested procedures for initiating each unit
reveals that freedom and initiative are allowed and that
these units of work, if rightly used, will contribute to the
development of creative teaching.
For example the suggested procedure for the unit
shown on exhibit for Grade IV is as follows:
’’Lead the pupils into an informal conversation
(28) Adventures in Christian Living P. 1-4
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about pioneers. What is a poineer? Name some
pioneers studied in school. How is a pioneer
different fro other men? etc..” (29)
Then following this initiation a number of social pro-
cesses or activities are suggested w^hich, if wisely handled,
may become worthwhile experiences for the pupil, giving him
an opportimity for growth and development. Other features
of the Curriculum Guide are teaching helps, memory work and
home work.
The Bible is the pupils* text book and the principal
text book. It is regarded, however, only as the source book
for complementing and supplementing the experiences and mat-
erials furnished by the immediate environment. No better
source book with enriching experiences to modify behavior
is available in a program of education. Teachers and pupils
are left to select memory work which in every case is care-
fully interpreted, and undertaken in the light of a clear
and definite purpose. As for home work teachers are admon-
ished to never make assignments in the spirit of compulsion
but to suggest types of home work which the pupils will
thoroughly enjoy.
In order that a Curriculum Guide for a program of re-
ligious education be adequate, furnishing opportunities for
a maximum growth and development, it should posses the fea-
tures listed:
(29) Adventures in Christian Living P, 11
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1. It should provide for materials that are ex-
perience centered as well as church-centered,
Bible centered, child-centered and life-
centered.
2. It should provide for social processes and
activities which will enrich ideas and ideals;
increase one*s power to grapple with those
problems which confronts him and enable
him to meet the demands which society lays
upon him,
3. It should provide for materials that lend
themselves to creative teaching, having as
a chief purpose growth in ability to think,
choose and act.
4. It should be correlated with the public
school curriculum.
The Curriculum Guide now used in Virginia, if in the hands
of a teacher whose foremost purpose is growth and development
of pupils, may be found adequate.
There is one disintegrating factor, however. The Sun-
day Schools have not correlated their curriculum with that
of the Week-Day Schools of religious instruction. All types
of curricula are now in vogue in the Sunday Church Schools,
some of which may be good in themselves but used apart from
the materials, methods, procedures and principles of pro-
gressive week-day religious instruction may have a disinte-
grating effect. On the other hand, irrespective of the dis-
integrating effect likely to occur, a general appreciation
for religion is likely to follow, A report of the Virginia
Council of Religious Education in Week-Day Schools showed
that from 35^ to 81^ of the children enrolled in these
week-day schools in the several counties were attending the
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The percentage distribution for the 18 counties was as follows:
6 counties between 70^ and 85^
6 counties between 60^ and 70^
2 counties between 50^ and 60^
1 county between 40^ and 50^
3 counties between 60^ and 40^ (30)
The smallest percentage attending Sunday Schools was in those
counties where the population is sparsely settled and trans-
portation problems do not facilitate easy church going.
(so) Old Dominion Beacon - Feb. 15, 1938
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CHAPTER VII
The Scope of the Y.M.C.A. Bible Study Course
in the High Schools of the State
The scope of the program sponsored by the Virginia
Council of Religious Education is limited at present to the
4th, 5th, 6th and 7th grades of the elementary schools. For
the secondary schools an annual Bible Study Course is spon-
sored by the Hi-Y Clubs under the auspices of the Y.M.C.A.
The curriculum guide is prepared by a committee representing
the Y.M.C.A. The chief objective of this course is character
education. It aims to develop Christian attitudes through
the study of problems of life situations, ‘•hese problems are
selected by the high school youth through group discussions
in many schools, or check lists in others. In recent years
school principals and head-masters have been given the oppor-
tunity to select additional problems. As a result of this
procedure such topics as the following have been selected:
1) Study habits
2j Respect for school and civic property
3j Personality appreciation
4) Attitude towards discipline
5) Pride in Workmanship Ambition
6) Cheating, a form of %eft
7; Daily schedule (Si)
The life-centered approach is used in initiating
these studies, beginning with questions followed by Case
(31) Ford, Charles F, - Seven Steps Towards Christian
Maturity - State Y.M.C.A.
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Studies and then the point of view as found in the Bible.
A recent report received from the office of the State
Director of Hi-Y Clubs, the organization through which the
Bible Study course operates revealed the following:
1. Bible Study Courses are sponsored in 123 high
schools, there being approximately 300 in
the State.
2 . The teachers are not specially trained for
this purpose, ^ome of these teachers are
public school teachers, ministers, Y.M.C.A.
workers and other volunteers. It is well
to suppose that these instructors are less
prepared for the work than are those car-
rying on imder Council of Religious Educa-
tion T/hich confined its work at present
to the Elementary School.
3. Approximately 4,500 pupils are enrolled in
these courses.
4. The set up for instruction varies: -some-
times in connection with assembly - again
special projects and other times it may
be a part of the school program.
5. Reliance is placed upon special projects
being carried on within the Hi-Y Clubs in
order to meet the needs for experiences
and activities necessary to complete the
learning process.
6. Brief statements of School Officials:
do not know any organization that gets
a stronger hold upon boys and girls and influences
them more effectively for good than the Hi-Y Clubs
in the High Schools of the State. Special projects,
which these clubs set themselves for attainment,
furnish a basis of cooperation that is hardly
surpassed in any other activity."
"Christianity is taught through activity
and not by theory. The Annual State Older Boys*
Conference has been the means of clarifying
thinking of the boys of vital concern for their
whole Christian life, the Hi-Y Club is a whole-
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some and positive influence in the life of the
underprivileged especially.”
”One of the best contributions of Hi-Y
Clubs has been their stand for clean scholarship.
There has been a noticeable decline in cheating
since Hi-Y Clubs have started. Swearing on ath-
letic teams has practically stopped and we are
not bothered with vulgar writing on the toilet
walls. In four years I have never heard any-
thing but good of Hi-Y.”
The foregoing revelations are good for the most part.
But somehow a personal attitude enters into this evaluation.
This attitude is best expressed as follows. A character
education program is good in itself. At its best it seeks
to create situations which are likely to bring about a de-
sirable response. For character grows by one^s response to
a given situation. But something more is needed than
creating situations, an inner dynamic is necessary for
every life, ^his is where religion steps in. It furnishes
not only situations but a spiritual dynamic and inner resource.
Herein we may find a definite demarcation between a character
education program and religious education program.
But in the case of the Bible Study Course in the
Virginia High School, it depends solely upon the teacher
how much the spiritual life is deepened. The guide for this
study may be made to meet adequately the religious needs and
with a teacher religiously motivated, a deeper spiritual
life will result
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SUMMARY
A most favorable attitude toward religious education
in public schools seems to exist in the State of Virginia,
This attitude has been handed down from the early colonial
days. Unlike many other states, there is no record of a
court action which has been an outgrowth of the controversial
issue of Bible reading in public schools. Thus the school
officials have gone unhampered by legislation and have wel-
comed the Christian forces to make religious instruction in
the public schools a part of the child* s educational program.
The cooperation of the school officials with Christian forces
is evidenced in permitting public school buildings to be used
for the conduct of classes; the teaching of classes on re-
leased time; and a positive correlating of the secular and
religious curriculum.
Although only a small per cent of the school population
of the State is enrolled in the Week-Day classes of Religious
Instruction the outlook for the program of religious educa-
tion was never so encouraging as now. According to an edi-
torial appearing in the official organ of the State Council,
November 15, 1928, ’’definite promotional is now going on in
thirty counties and cities vilth a less definite promotional
service in many other counties and cities. Leaders of the
Council believe that the time will come when the churches
in the State of Virginia v;ill unite their efforts to provide
an adequate program of Christian training for every childV.
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However, the greatest problem facing the State Council
seems to be that of securing adequate financial support. In
one county retrenchment has taken place due to the lack of
finance. Whereas, two teachers were employed only one was
able to remain. Churches are finding it difficult to contri-
bute substantially to the budget of the State and local coun-
cils. It is safe to say, nevertheless, that with adequate
financial aid the State of Virginia will become a most en-
couraging area of our country for a complete and satisfactory
development of a program of W'eek-Day Religious Instruction
in public schools. This opinion is based upon the following
reasons:
1. Traditions are in favor of this development.
2, Present legislation does not prevent such a
development,
5. School officials are in favor of this devel-
opment and are giving to it their support.
4. Christian forces have laid aside sectarianism
to an appreciable extent in order to unite
in the development of this program.
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